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INTRODUCTION 
This report presents a summary evaluation of Ocean Color Scanner 
(OCS) data acquired by a National Aer6nautics and Space ~dministration 
(NASA) U-2 high altitude research aircraft over the Santa Barbara 
Channel, California designated test site on October 29, 1975 (NASA Ames 
Research Center Flight No. 75-186; OCS Flight No. 27). Ocean Color 
Scanner is a ten-channel, multispectral scanner developed by Goddard 
Space Flight Center (GSFC) as a test and evaluation system for an imaging 
radiometer scheduled to fly on Nimbus G in 1978. Primary responsibil ities 
of Geography Remote Sensing Un·it (GRSU) personnel in the OCS test program were to 
evaluate the detection anJ dis~rimination capabiliti~s of the system fo~·· 
marine resources, oil pollution and man-made sea surface targets of oppor-
tunity in the Santa Barbara Channel. Assessment of the utility of OCS 
for the determination of sediment transport patterns along the coastal 
zone was.a secondary goal. 
Data products provided by GSFC for the October 29, 1975 overflight 
were in digital and analog formats. In evaluating the OCS data, automated 
and manual procedures were employed .. A total of four channels of data in 
digital format were analyzed,as well as three channel s· of color combined 
imagery, and four ,channels of black-and-white imagery.' In addition, 
1: 120,000 scale color infrared (CIR) imagery acquired simultaneouslj by 
NASA with the oes data were provided to GRSU for comparative analysis 
. 1 purposes. 
1 Normally GRSU would provide low-altitude sea truth/field verification photographic support coincident with OCS overflights. : However, this was not possible for the October 29, 1975 flight which occurred approximately four months prior to the March 1, 1976 start date for our NASA Grant NSG-5106. 
1 
This progress report is divided into five sections. Section 1.0 
contains background information on the Ocean Color Scanner, a description 
of the Santa Barbara Channel test site, and a summary listing of data 
products provided for evaluation. Section 2.0 describes the analysis 
procedures employed in evaluating the October 29, 1975 OCS data. Section 
3.0 provides descriptive data on targets of interest in the Santa Barbara 
Channel. Section 4.0 details the results of our analysis of the detection 
and discrimination characteristics of the DeS data for the various classes 
of targets. Section 5.0 provides summary conclusions and suggestions for 
future research. 
-'. 
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1.0 SYSTEMS DESCRIPTION, TEST SITE LOCATION, AND DATA SETS 
1.1 Ocean Color Scanner (OCS) 
The National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) Ocean Color 
Scanner (OCS) is a ten-channel multispectral scanner developed by NASA 
Goddard Space Flight Center (GFSC) as a breadboard system for an imaging 
radiometer scheduled to fly on Nimbus G in 1978. The scanner has a 900 
total scan angle and a spatial resolution of 3.5 milliradians. The peak 
wavelengths and full bandwidths at half maximum for each of the ten 
channels are shown below: 
Channel 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
Wavelength 
(nm) 
427 
465 
500 
544 
582 
622 
662 
701 
, 
735 
774 
Full Width 
(nm) 
22.5 
21.5 
27.5 
24.5 
25.0 
26.0 
22.0 
20.5 
22.5 
23.0 
-" 
OCS data output is 'recorded on one-inch, 14-track magnetic tape in analog 
} 
form. In addition, any four of the channels can be recorded simultaneously 
in digital format. 
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Primary goals of the NASA OCS test program are to: 1) obtain simul~ted 
space imagery prior to the launch of Nimbus G, 2) apply and evaluate the 
data proces~ing techniques planned for the satellite, and, 3) determine 
the impact of atmospheric scattering on ocean color imagery. During the 
flight evaluation period, the scanner has been mounted and flown onboard 
a NASA U-2 high altitude aircraft. 
1.2 Test Site (Santa Barbara Channel, California) 
Imagery analyzed in this report were acquired over the Santa Barbara 
Channel, an OCS designated test site off southern California (Figure 1). 
The channel has prolific oil and'gas seeps located offshore between 
Carpinteria and Point Conception and heavy concentrati,ons of giant kelp 
(Macrocystis pyrifera) in beds extending along the coast from Ventura to 
Point Conception and surrounding the offshore islands. Ocean Color Scanner 
Flight 27 (NASA Flight # 75-186: 29 October 1975) covered portions of the 
Santa Barbara Channel from Ventura on th~ east to El Capitan on the 
west, north along the crest of the Santa Ynez Mountains and south to the 
Channel Islands. Two separate data runs were flown (Figure 2). Four 
major seep regions and thirteen individual kelp beds were located within 
the imaged areas, as well as a variety 'of man-made surface targets includ-
ing piers and oil pr9duction platforms. 'The largest of the seep regions, 
situated between Goleta and Ca~itan released ari estimated 50-75 
barrels of crude oil per day (Allen and Schlueter, 1969) from three gen-
J 
eral areas of seep activity (Wilkinson, 1972). The remaining seep regions 
have been estimated to produce less than 50 barrels/per day. Normally 
wind and current conditions combine to merge individual seeps within 
4 
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major regions and surface slicks covering several square miles of 
ocean surface are common. Kelp beds at the time of the overflight ranged 
in size from .05 to .25 square miles. In addition to providing a habitat 
for fish sought after by both commercial and sport fishermen, harvesting 
of these beds provide the raw material for an important California indus-
try. 
1.3 Summary Listing of Data Sets'Provided GRSU for Analysis 
(OCS Flight No. 27; October 29, 1975) 
The Santa Barbara Channel test site is shown in Figure 2. It should 
be noted that coincident coverage of the test site on October 29, 1975 
was limited to an area extending offshore between Carpinteria on the east" 
and Capitan on the west, and a second area from Ventura on the 
east to the northeastern tip of Santa Rosa Island on the west. 
Initial OCS image processing and data reduction were accomplished at 
GSFC, Greenbelt, Maryland. Following is a listing of computer tape and 
photographic data products provided by NASA for analysis: 
lOne (1) digital format magnetic tape containing Channels 2, 4, 5, 
and 7. 
I Two (2) fi' x 10" negative photographic prints direct printed from 
transparencies produced from scanner analog magnetic tape channels 
1 through 8 (individual' frame size, per channel: 1-2/5" xl"). 
I Two' (2).8"x 10" positive photographic prints direct printed from 
scanner analog magnetic tape. Channels 2, 4, 5, and 7 (individual 
frame size, per channel: 2-4/5" x 2"). 
I Two (2) 8"x 10" color combined photographic prints from scanner 
ana16g magnetic tape (Channels 2, 5, and 7). 
• Seventeen (17) 8" x 10" color infrared (CIR) photographic prints 
(1:120,000 scale) comprising cortrol frames 0054-0070 from the oes 
overfl i ght. 
7 
• Seventeen (17) 70 mm (2-l/2"x 2-1/10") color infrared (CIR) negatives 
(1:120,000 scale) comprising control frames 0054-0070. 
Table 1 provides a detailed listi~g of individual data sets by flight 
line and GMT. Panatomic-X, Plus-X, and Aerial Color (SO-242)' films also 
were acquired during the October 29, 1975 overflight. These were not 
provided by NASA/GSFC. 
. ,. 
8 
I 
1 .~: ~r,,· ',1·' , 
TABLE 1 Data Products for the Santa Barbara Channel Test Site 
Provided by NASA/GSFC 
* 
Analyzed by GRSU 
. 'Type' of, Data Product' Fl i oht Li ne Time y (GMT) Yes No 
Magnetic Tape, Digital i - j 19:42:42 - 19:50:08 X 
Format (OCS Channels: k - 1 19:52:42 - 19:57:12 X 2, 4, 5, and 7 
Magnetic Tape, Analog, i - j 19:42:42 - 19:50:08 X 
Negative Photographic 
Prints' (Channels 1-8) k - 1 19:52:42 - 19:57:12 X 
Magnetic Tape, Analog i - j 19:42:42 - 19:50:08 X 
Positive Photographic 
Prints (Channels 2, 4, k - 1 19:52:42 - 19:57:12 X 5, and 7) 
Magnetic Tape, Analog, , i - j 19:42:42 - 19:50:08 X Co lor Combi ned Photo- , 
graphi c Pri nts (Chan~ k - 1 19:52:42 ~ 19:57:12 X 
nels 2, 5, and 7) 
Color Infrared (CIR), i - j 19:42:42 - 19:50:08 X 1:120,000 scale nega~ 
tives k - 1 19:52:42 - lS:57:12 X 
* NASA Ames Research Center Flight 75-186 Checkpoints (see Figure 2) 
9 ' 
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2.0 DATA ANALYSIS METHODS 
Analysis of Ocean Color Scanner data was accomplished by GRSU investi-
gators familiar with the locations of major targets of interest in the 
Santa Barbara Channel. Manual interpretation procedures were used to 
evaluate photographic imagery; digital tape data were automatically pro-
cessed. 
2.1. Manual Interpretation 
Manual interpretation of photographic data from OCS Runs i-j and k-l 
over the Santa Barbara Channel (see Figure 2) was limited to an evaluation 
of black-and-white imagery and color combined prints. To determine target 
detectabi 1 ity and i nterpretabil ity for va ri ous categori es of targets, OCS - .• 
photographic data sets were compared with concurrently flown conventio~al 
1:120,000 scale color infrared (CIR) imagery. The following methodology was 
used by GRSU photo interpreters: 
• Sea truth data (1:120,000 scale CIR imagery) and target location 
maps2 for the Santa Barbara Channel were reviewed to determine the 
locations of all known natural and man-made targets in the imaged 
areas. Targets included surface slicks (oil and wind), kelp beds, 
oil platforms, piers, and large merchant Vessels. 
• Imaged marine and nearshore targets were' annotated on frosted 
acetate over1ays.pr~pared for each data ,set. 
• Where a correlation existed betwe~n a known target and an imaged 
target, the targ~t was recorded as detected . 
• ,Individual target ,returns were evaluated for interpretability and 
'ranked ona scale from poor to good based on qualitative criteria. 
2 These included U.S. Geological Survey 7~ minute topographic sheets and 
the u.S. Department of Commerce, National Oceanic and AtmG'spheric Administra-
tion, United States-West Coast: Port Hueneme to Santa Barbara, Cal iforni a, 
Nautical Chart. 
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2.2 Automatic Data Processing 
Digital tape data for OCS Run k-1 (Figure 2) was processed and refor-
matted on the Univ~rsity of California, Santa Barbara (UCSB) IBM 360/75 
system using the standard LARSYS data tape format. 3 - Because LARSYS uses 
one byte per data sample (pixel) and OCS is designed to provide a two 
byte per data sample format, it was necessary to modify the oes format. 
This was accomplished by using the least significant byte for each pixel. 
As a result, major changes in grey value; (e.g. bright returns from land 
surfaces) wereevi denced by a reset to darker val ues. Basi cally, the 
procedure employed retained the full range of the more subtle grey value -
(ON) variations; and, in addition expedi~ed data reformatting. 
No noise removal preprocessing was ~ttempted because of ~h~ non-
availability of preprocessing programs. These are currently being imple-
mented at UeSB arid noise removal will ~e attempted on these OCS data sets 
in the near future. 
Computer output products included: 
• individual grey maps (shade prints) of flight line k-l (see Figure 
2) for OCS Channels 2, 4, 5, and 7; -
t 
• a clustered grey map for des Channels2,4, 5, and 7 of: the same 
overflight area;" 
• clustered grey maps from OCS Channels 2, 5, and 7 for three sub-
areas along flight line k-l; . " 
.. ",' 
• annotated tables showing pairwise separability. 
-.. 
3 LARSYS is an acronym""for the multispectral pattern recognition programs 
developed by the Lab~ratory for Applications" of Remote Sensing (LARS) of 
Purdue University, Lafayette, Indiana. Version 3.0 has been implemented 
by_ the Geography Department of UCSS:- ~ . -
11 
3.0 TARGETS 
Four major categories of talY"gets were used to evaluate the detection 
and interpretability performance characteristi~s of selected OCS channels. 
Targets of interest were surface s'licks (oil and wind), kelp beds, sediment 
patterns, and man-made features (fixed structures and merchant vessels). 
These general classes provided a good sample of the range of target types 
which the OCS satellite system will encount~r. Descriptive information on 
the distribution/occurrence of individual target types in the Santa Barbara 
Channel and the potential utility of OCS acquired data for identification 
and mapping is presented below. 
3.1 Surface Slicks (Oil and Wind) . - .. 
Oil and wind slicks regularly occur over much of the Santa ~arbara 
Channel. These present excellent targets for assessing OCS capability to 
provide data for di scrimination of surface oil poll ution and sea 'state 
conditions. 
3.1.1 Oil Slicks 
Most surface oil sl icks. in the Santa Barbara Channel are produced 
by natural oil and gas seepage emanating from the sea floor, although 
occasional production and transportation-related spil1~ also ,occur. Chronic 
rtatural seeps are tYpically concentrated within four tb'five miles of the 
coastal mainland,a10ng active and inactive fault zones. During the 
October 29, 1975 overfl i ght, several major seeps were known to be active 
along the Run k-1 flight track (see Figure 2). The most active of these: 
were found west of Goleta and off Summerland and Carpinteria with 
12 
lesser seeps surfacing off Capitan, Goleta, and Santa Barbara. 
The actual surface configuration of individual slicks in the Channel 
is quite variable depending on factors such as physical location, volume 
of oil released (bbl/day), and prevai1~ng climatological and oceanographic 
conditions. The primary natural forces influencing the behavior of seep-
related oil slicks are th~ught to be surface winds and ocean currents. 
When winds and currents are strong (i.e., exceeding fifteen knots/hour 
and approximately 1~ feet/second, respectively) and swell heights build 
up, little oil remains on the surface due to mixing and evaporation of 
volatiles. If winds and currents are moderate (i.e., between three and 
fifteen knots and approximately one foot/per second, respectively), 
surfacing seep oil moves down wind/down current to form elo.ngated, rela-
tively narrow slicks (Mikolaj, Al~en, and Schlueter, 1972)~ Allen and 
Schlueter (1969) report observing thin continuous slicks up to five 
miles in length off Coal Oil Point under such conditions. The authors 
ha~e observed similar patterns during natural seep monitoring projects 
conducted for California State Lands Division (Kraus and Estes, 1976) 
and radar tests sponsore~ by the U.S. Coast Guard (Estes and Kraus, 1976; 
Kraus et al." 1977). Conversely, ~hen weather and surface conditions are 
calm (i~e. winds less than three kriots/hour and currents of approximately 
one foot/setond or less), interfacial forces prevent oil from mixing in 
the water.column and heavy surface concentrations of fresh seep oil 
combine with thick, ropy streamers of emulsified oil. Surface slicks up 
to 20 square mil es in area are not uncommon in the Channel fa 11 owi ng 
several days pf calm weather. 
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Earlier studies of oil pollution in the Santa Barbara Channel using 
multispectral scanner imagery have shown that slicks ~re most apparent 
(have the be,st contrast with water background) in the ultraviolet region 
and th~t contrast (detectabi1 ity) decreases as wavelength increases \'Jithin 
the visible spectrum (Stewart et a1., 1970; Horvath, 1971). Furthermore, 
sung1itter patterns on the sea surface tend to accentuate oil/open water 
reflectance differences, highlighting the former. One objective of this 
analysis was to determine if these" earlier findi~gs were valid for OCS 
multispectral imagery. 
3.1.2 Wind Slicks 
Wind slicks are not 1imiied tb fixed areas in the Santa Barbara Channel 
and tend to form more extensi ve surface patterns than oil. They are 
especially evident during "the afternoon hours when surface and near sur-
face winds are most active. Wind slicks may vary from localized 
occurrences several . hundred feet in length to large area slicks cutting 
swaths up to twenty miles long and two miles wide. The latter have been 
observed frequently on Landsat imagery of the Channel and are most pronounced 
during the late summer and early fall when strongdowncariyonwinds charac-
teristically blow offshore. ~Jind slicks, .like oil slicKS, 'are best observed 
in areas surrounding the s~ngiitter'pattern o~ photography imaged on the 
.' ,. 
visible specttum (M~Clain and~Strong, 1969; Soules, 1970)~ 
Of interest is the poten~ia1! use of scanner imagery to determine sea 
state conditions based on sunglitter patterns created by near-surface 
wind fields. Cox and Munk (1954), Dunt)ey and Edgerton (1966), and 
others have shown that the following relationship exists between these 
gl itter patterns and sea state: 
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• reflectance at the specular point decreases with increasing 
sea state, and 
• width of the diffuse reflection region and the specular point 
increases with increasi~g sea state. 
This technique of deducing surface wind fields from glitter data would be 
especially useful over large oceanic areas where conventional data col-
lection is sparse. 
In addition to determining the utility of OCS for detecting wind 
slicks, a secondary objective of our analysis was to attempt to succeSs-
fully differentiate between wind and oil slicks in those areas where both 
types were documented on the imagery. 
3.2 Kelp Beds 
One of the principal benthic marine plant communities of we·st coast 
North America is that dominated by the giant bladder kelp, Macrocystis 
pyrifera. As a natural part of the ocean environment, kelp beds provide 
both food and shelter to numerous marine animals and are a commercially 
important source of chemical substrates used in a variety of industrial 
applications and products. Commercial~y exploitable k~lp beds extend. along 
the California coast from r~onterey to San Diego and appr·ox1mately 400 
miles south in to Mexican waters off Baja California .. The Santa Barbara 
Chan~el supports extensive ~oncentrations ·of giant kel~both along the 
mainland coast from·Point Conception to Ventura and surrounding Anacapa, . 
Santa Cruz, Santa Rosa, and San Miguel islands (see Figure 2). 
Kelp grows best in nearshore areas where strong~urrents insure a~con­
tinuous supply of the nutrients necessary to sustain the giant plant. The 
lower limit of grawth off the California toast is approximately 30 meters, 
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the depth at which life. giving sunlight begins to rapidly decrease. When 
sea conditions are relatively calm and swell heights are less than three 
to four feet, floating kelp provides an excellent reflectMce target and 
is readily imaged in the visible spectrum. When swells exceed four feet, 
kelp is often submerged and not visible on conventional image'ty. 
The California Department of Fish and Game and several university and 
. private industry research organizations are currently exploring the use of 
satellite imagery for inventorying and mapping kelp bed biomass along 
the California coast (Rhoades, G.J., 1977). Most of the ongoing work involves 
Landsat digital and photographic imagery with promising results achieved by 
several researchers. Ocean Color Scanner on NIMBUS G represents a potential 
.... -.. 
source of sequential satell ite imagery for these projects. 
3.3 Sediment Movement 
--'-' i 
Coastal engineers and planners have long been interested in sediment 
movement as a means to measure and predict changing coastal processes. 
Currently, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers and the California Department 
of Navigation and Ocean Development are involved in a cooperative program 
to study and ~ocument shorel ine' erosion along coastal Cal ifornia. Thi s 
research program, one of a number of similar projects underway in. the United. 
States, is intended to identify broad eroslon problems and 'source~ ,of 
coastal-sediment using remote sensing and standard botton survey methods. 
Sediment movement is not yet understood with the precision of other hydrau- . 
1 ic phenomena and the importance of sequenti a 1 imagery of shore 1 ines has b'een 
understa'ted as a tool for defining hydraulic. processes along sandy coast-
1 i nes (Pi ri e and Murphy,' 1975)". The use of sate 11 i te photography, offeri ng 
16 
a synoptic view, is presently being explored by several agencies as a 
possible tool for mapping sediment transport. 
Sand movement along shorelines occurs within relatively distinct 
sections of the coastal zone known as littoral cells. These extend from 
the point where a sand supply is introduced to the shoreline, downdrift to 
a resting point or the mouth of a submarine canyon where the sand is 
temporarily deposited or irretrievably swept out to sea. Several major 
littoral cells have been documented in the Santa Barbara Channel DCS test 
area. The most prominent of these are located off Santa Barbara Harbor and 
Breakwater. off Ventura and southest of Ventura. Dur basic interest in 
analyzing DCS imagery for sediment movement patterns was to identify the 
sensor channels (wavelength ban~s) showing the greatest promise for this 
application. No effort was made'to measure littoral cell areal extent 
or to estimate sand volumes based on DeS imagery. 
3.4 Man-Made Targets 
3.4.1 Fixed'Targets 
~ '0 
Fixed structures in the Santa Barbara Channel provided a n~mber of 
known targets. whose image responses could be accurately measured~ A total 
of seven pi~rs, three harbor breakwaters, and ten oil production platforms 
were used as representative targets. Table 2 provides data for each target, 
including location, base dimensions, and type composition. 
TABLE 2 Representative Man-Made Targets (Fixed Location) in the 
Santa Barbara Channel Test Area. 
* Target Location Dimensions (~) Compo Remarks 
PIERS 
Biltmore SE of Santa 500' x 30' x 20' W 
Barbara 
Casitas SE of Carpin- 750' x· 40' x 25' C&W Causeway 600' x 
teria 20'; finger 150' 
x 40' 
Ellwood S of Ellwood 2000' x 160' X 25' W Causeway 1900' x 
15'; finger 100' 
x 160' 
Goleta S of Goleta 1000' x 30' X 20' W Causeway 950' x 
18'; finger 50' x 
30' 
Hueneme SE of Port 850' x 200' x 20' W Causeway 800' x 
Hueneme 15'; finger 501 x 
200 1 ~ .. 
Stearns Santa Bar- 1445' x 76' x 16' W Causeway 1195' x 
bara 36'; finger 250' 
x 76'-
Ventura Ventura 1700 1 x 40 1 X 20' W 
BREAKWATERS 
Channel Is. SE of Ventura 2300' x 151 x 10 1 R 
Harbor 
Santa Bar- Santa Bar-
bara bara 2000' x IS' X 10 1 R 
Ventura Mar- S of Ven- 1500 1 x 15 1 X 10 1 R 
ina tura 
O!L PRODUCTION PLATFORMS 
** Platform A Off Summer- 1121 x 134 1 X 99 1 S 
land· 
Platform B Off Summer- 112' x 1341 x 99' S 
land 
Platform Off Summer- 110' x 110' X 95' S 
Hazel land 
Platform Off Carpin- 110' x 110 1 x 95' S 
Heidi teria _ 
I 
Platform Off Summer.,.. 110 ' x 110' X 95 1 S i . 
Hil da land-
Platform· Off Summer- 1101 x 1351 X 99' S 
Hillhouse land 
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TABLE 2 (continued) 
Dimensions (~) * Target Location Compo Remarks 
Pl atform Off Carpin- 121' x 125' x 99' S 
Hogan teria 
Pl atform Off Coal 80' x 125' X 84' S 
Holly Oil Poi nt 
Platform Off Carpin- 110' x 110' X 95' S 
Hope teria 
Pl atform Off Carpin- 123' x 125' x "89' S 
Houchin teria 
* C=Concrete; R=Rock; S=Steel; W=Wooden 
** All oil platform heights are measured from MLLW to the top 
of the helipad. 
-" 
3.4.2 Vessels 
Six large vessels were identified on the 1:120,000 scale eIR sea 
truth imagery for Run i-j; no vessels were detected on the imagery for 
Run k-l (see Figure 2). Five of the vessels identified on the sea truth 
imagery were underway in mid-Channel. A sixth vessel was situated. 
off the Channel Islands Marina Breakwater, southest of Ventura. It 
could not be determined whether this vessel was anchored or underway. 
Estimates of the size and type vessels underway in the Channel follows:
4 
~ 
1. Oil Tanker 
2. Car Barge 
3. Oil Tanker 
4. Frei ghter 
5. Containership 
Location 
Off NW end of Santa 
Cruz Island 
Off NW end of Santa 
Cruz Island, 
Off NE end of Santa 
Rosa Island 
Off NW end of Santa 
Cruz Island 
N of midpoint of 
Santa Cruz Island 
Estimated Length 
700' 
300' 
650-700' 
500-550' 
600-650' 
Remarks 
Westbound 
~ " 
Westbound 
just north 
of oil 
tanker 
Eastbound 
Eastbound 
Eastbound 
The vessel located off Channel Islands Marina was probably a missile track· 
ing vessel or U.S. Navy transport homeported at Port Hueneme. Vessel 
length is estimated at 550-600'. 
4 Tentative identification was based aD review of the Los Angel~s Harbor 
Vessel arrivals and departures for October 29, 1975 (Los Angeles Tlmes, 
"Ship Movements"). 
-! 
Because of insufficient sea truth documentation of surface slicks, 
kelp bed distribution, and sediment movement in the Santa Barbara Channel 
on October 29, 1975, our analysis of the OCS photographic data was primarily 
qualitative in nature. However, an attempt was made to rate target detection 
performance and target interpretability by sensor channel and class of 
target based on qualitative criterion. Quantitative evaluations of the 
digital tape data were similarly affected by incomplete sea truth infor-
mation, as well as noise in the system. 
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4.1 ANALYSIS OF PHOTOGRAPHIC IMAGERY 
4.1.1 Tar~et Detection/Target Interpretahilitl 
Tables 3 and 4 provide summary information on the target detection 
performance of OCS using black-and-white and color combined photographic 
imagery acquired on Runs i-j and k-l (see Figure 2). Table 5 indicates 
general target interpretability performance for each run. The tables 
include data for OCS Channels 2, 4, 5, and 7 and the optically combined 
imagery (OCS Channels 2, 5, and 7). 
4.1.1.1 Surface Slicks 
No oil slicks were located on the OCS scanner or CIR sea truth i~agerys 
although oil is normally vislble on the ocean surface at several locations·. 
off the Santa Barhara coast. It is possible that oceanoqraphic and clima-
tological conditions on the overflight date combined to disperse and sub-
merge seep oil, thus preventing formation of visible surface slicks. This 
could not be confirmed due to the absence of low-level sea truth imagery 
for the test area; and the non-availability of accurate wave height/sur-
face swell data for the Channel on October 29. However, wind slicks were 
, 
clearly imaged on sea truth and scanner imagery for: both runs. 'In all 
cases, wind slicks were imaged as dark surface patterns against a lightet 
toned surfacetn area~ of sunglitter. 
Channels 4 (0.544·um) 'and 7 (0.662 urn) and the color combined imagery 
proved the most reliable for wind slick detection. In each case, all known 
slicks along Runs i -j and k-l were detected and target interpretabil ity was 
rated IIgood. I: Contrast between wind sl i cks and the background sea surface 
on Channel 5 (0.582 urn) was variable, although all :wind slicks in the test 
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TABLE 3 ,Detection/Non-Detection of Known Targets Using oes n&W and Color Combined Photographic Imagery -
Ventura and Channel Islands Harbor very faint. 
Category 
Target Detection - Surface 
Slicks (oil and wind) 
Channel 2 
Channel 4 
Channel 5 
Channel 7 
Color Combined 
Target Detection - Kelp 
Target Detection - Sedimen-
tation Movement 
Channel 2 
Channel 4 
< Channel 5 
Channel 7 
Co lor Comb; ned 
Comments on Target Detection/Non-Detection 
No known natural oil seeps in target area. Wind slicks regularly observed in 
mid'Channel and off Channel Islands Harbor/Ventura (evident on 1:120,000 
erR sea truth imagery) . 
Wind slick detected off Ventura to Santa Rosa Islands - October 29, 1975. 
11 11 II 11 II 11 well defined. 
<II 
" 
II II II 11 very faint. 
11 II II II II 11 -'well defined. 
" 
11 II 11 II 11 _ very faint. 
<, No 'kel p targets <in imaged area except near northwestern ti p of Anacapa Is1 and 
(masked by blooming and scanner blind spot). 
Regularly observed offshore from Ventura southeastward. 
: Nodiscernable pattern. 
< Well defined pattern; especially <off Ventura and southeast toward Channel Islands 
. Ha,rbor. < 
Sediment patterns observed; not well defined. 
II, II , II II 
. Well defined pattern; especially off Ventura and southeast toward Channel Islands 
Harbor 
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TABLE 3 (continued) 
Category 
Target Detection -
Man-Made Tar ets 
Oil Platforms and 
Piers 
Channel 2 
Channel 4 
'. Channel 5 
Channel 7· 
Color Combined 
Target Detection -
. Man-Made Targets 
(Merchant Vessels) 
Channel 2 
Channel 4 
Channel 5 
Channel 7 
Color Combined 
, ~.: 
" 
"', .' 
,'. ,. y. "d 
Comments on Target Detec~ion/Non-Detection 
Seven oil production platforms (off Carpinteria), two piers (Ventura Pier -
1700 1 x 40 1 ; Hueneme Pier - 850 1 x 15 1 ), and two concrete breakwaters 
(Ventura Marina - 1500 1 x 15 1 ; Channel Islands Harbor - 2300 1 x 15
1
) located 
in imaged area. 
No platforms, piers, or breakwaters detected. 
Four of seven platforms detected; no piers; Ventura Marina breakwater detected. 
No platforms, piers, or breakwaters detected. 
All 'seven platforms visible; no piers detected; both breakwaters detected. 
II II II I
I II; Ventura Marina breakwater detected. 
Six large mer.chant/naval vessels identified {five underway in mid-Channel off 
Anacapa and Santa Cruz Islands; one anchored off Port Hueneme). Whil e not 
positively identified as to type, the mid-Channel vessels are thought to 
include two oil tankers and three cargo vessels; vessel off ?ort Hueneme probably 
a Navy transport . 
. No vessels detected. 
All six vessels detected. 
II II II II. faint returns. , 
II II II II. sharp returns (~hip wakes visible). , 
II ' II II II 
II II ( II II . II ) • 
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TABLE 4 Detection/Non-Detection of Known Targets Using OCS B&W and Color Combined Photographic Imagery -, 'Carpinteria to 'Capitan -, October 29, 1975. 
Category 
Target Detection- Surface Slicks (oil and wind) 
. Channel 2 
Channel 4 
Channel 5 
Channel 7 
Color Combined 
. Target Detection - Kel p 
Channel 2 
Channel 4 
Channel 5 
Channel 7 
Color Combi,ned 
" . 
Comments on Target Detection/Non-Detection 
Four major natural seep areas documented along flight line (offshore of Carplnteria/ Summerland; between Platforms A & B off Summerland; off Santa Barbara between Goleta Point and Capitan; numerous wind slicks in mid-Channel. 
No distinct oil slick patterns observed; faint returns from wind slicks SE . , 'of Goleta), 
No oil seeps detected in nearshore area; distinct wind slick patterns in lower third of image SE of Capitan,SE of Goleta, and SE of Carp:interia. 
No oil seeps detected; fairly good discimination of wind slick patterns off Goleta and Carpinteria; slick SE of Capitan. not detected. 
No oil seeps detected; good returns from wind slicks off Capitan, Goleta, and Carpinteria. 
II II II II II II II 
'fhirteen ,known kelp beds between Carpinteria-Capitan. High waves on overflight day may have partially submerged' kelp and masked returns. 
,No kel p detected - returns from water fairly homogenous over imaged area wi th , no major differences in tone/contrast. 
No kelp detected. 
Kelp detected off Carpinteria, Santa l3arbara~ and Goleta; several minor beds not detected. 
~o kelp detected. 
All major kelp beds imaged; good contrast between light red/orange mottled returns from kelp and, green/blue from ocean. 
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TABLE 4 (continued) 
.Category 
Target Detection -
Sediment Movement 
Channel 2 
Channel 4 
Channel .5 
Channel 7 
... _.Color CPllIbined 
Channel 2 
Channel 4 
Channel 5 
Channel 7 
Col orCombi ned· 
Target Detection -
Man-Made Targets (Merchant Vessels) 
t. " 
Comments on Tar,get Detection/Non-Detection 
Sediment patterns observed off Carpint~ria, Santa Barbara, and Goleta on October 29, 1975. 
No sediment patterns detected; ocean returns fairly homogenous. 
Apparent sediment patterns off ~arpinteria, Santa Barbara, and Goleta .. 
II II II II /I 
II II II II II 
Seaiment patterns very poorly deflned . 
Ten oil platforms (nine off Carpinteria/Summerland and one SW of Goleta) and five piers (Ellwood, Goleta, Santa Barbara (2) ~ and Carpinteria) •. 
None detected. 
Two platforms detected off Summerland and five of seven detected off Carpinteria; Plat.form SW off Goleta not detected; no piers detected. . 
. . 
. Two plat'forms detected off Summerland; other eight platforms not detected; no piers detected. 
Nine platforms off Carpinteria and Summerland detected; platform SW of Goleta not detected; 1900' Ellwood pier detected; no others. 
Nine platforms off Carpinteria and Summerland detected (returns vary significantly in sharpness); other platform and piers not detected . 
. No large merchant vessels observed in the imaged area. 
TABLE 5 Target Interpretabil i ty Us ing OCS B & Wand Color Combined Photographic 
Imagery 
Run i - j: Ventura to Santa Rosa Island (October 29, 1975) 
Channel 
Target 2 4 5 7 CC* 
Surface Slicks** p*** G F P F 
Kel p NO NO NO NO NO 
Sediment Movement NO G P P F/G 
Man-Made: 
Piers/Oi 1 Platforms NO F NO G F 
Merchant P F P G G 
Run k - 1: Carpinteria to Capitan {Oct.ober 29, 1975} 
Chaimel 
Target 2 4. 5 .7 CC* 
Surface Slicks** p*** G F G G 
Kel p NO NO P NO G 
Sediment Movement NO F . P P F 
Man-Made: 
Piers/Oil Pl atforms NO P P F P/F 
Merchant Vessel s NP NP NP .NP NP 
* t610r Combined - Channel s 2, 5, and 7. -
** Wlndonly (nooil); visible only in,"afea adja;:ent to sun glint (i.e., bottom 
.one-third of image). 
*** Target Interpretab; 1 ity Ke.y: 
• Good - Target sharp and well-defined. Wh~te targets were clustered, indivi-
dual targets were ,clearly discernable. 
• Fa i r- Target readily i dentifiabl e, but 1 acked shar'pness and cl arity. Indi-
·vi dua 1 tar.gets often merged together or with image background . 
.• . Poor - Target identifiable only through prior knowledge of exact locat;ion. 
Return lacked sharpness and characteristically meraed with background~ 
• NO- Target not detected. 
• .NP- No target present in imaged area. 
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area were imaged. Target interpretability was rated "fair.1I Channel 2 
(0.465 um) was the least effective band for slick detection. Several wind 
slick targets merged with a homogenous sea surface. background at this wave-
length and were not detected. A target interpretability rating of IIpoorll 
was assigned to this channel. Figure 3 illustrates the detection perfor-
mance characteristics of the four individual and three color combined 
channels against known slicks along Run k-l. 
Because of the absence of known oil slick targets in the test area,' 
it was not possible to assess the relative ability of individual scanner 
channels to differentiate between oil and wind slicks. This will be 
attempted in our next report using density slicing and microdensitometer 
readings from OCS imagery acquired June 23, 1976 over the Santa Bar~ara 
Channel. Reliable sea truth data are available for that date •. 
4.1.1.2 Kelp 
- ... 
Thirteen major kelp beds provided potential targets for the Ocean Color 
Scanner. These were located along the Santa Barbara coast from Carpinteria 
on the east to Capitan on the west. (Figure 2). Because sensors imaging in 
the visible portion of the electromagnetic spectrum may be limited to 
" detecting near surface or surface phenomena only, it was nec.essary to verify 
the presence of floating kelp 'in the test area prior to an,alyzing" the' 
~ 
scanner imagery. 5 Examination of the coincident 1:120,000 scale CIR sea 
truth photography provided by NASA showed evidence of surface kelp in all 
5 Kelp is often submerged slightly below the stirface and virtually non-
detectab 1 e by remote S(';nS i ng s,Ys tems when surface swells exceed several 
feet in height. . 
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Fi g e 3. ind Sli c Detect ion 
mage - Channel s 2, 5, and 7). 
f 1i gh l ine -1. 11 no n sli c 
col or ombined ·magery . 
(OCS Channels 2 , 5 and 7' Col or Combine 
Santa Barbara C an n 1, Oc 0 er 29 1975 . OCS 
s e e reco ded on C ann l s 4 and 7 and 
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beds, although the total areal extent of several beds appeared smaller than 
normally would be expected. This may have been due to partial submergence 
, . 
of kelp by surface swells or reduced bed size due to cyclic later summer/ 
early fall die-off. 6 Known kelp beds west of Ventura and around the off-
shore islands could not be located on sea truth imagery for Run i-j (Figure 
2), thus no analysis was made of OCS kelp detection performed for that run. 
The color imagery combining Channels 2 (0.465 urn), 5 (0.582 urn), and 
7.(0.662 urn) proved the most reliable for detecting kelp. Identification 
of kelp beds was often enhanced by excellent contrast between floating kelp, 
which appeared reddish brown, and the light to dark green ocean surface. 
Noticeable degradation in kelp/water contrast was noted west of Goleta, 
however. This may have been the result of image blooming at the land/ 
water interface or noise in the system. Overall target int~rpretability 
was ranked Jlgood JI Channe'R, 5 (0.532 urn) was the only individual 
band where kelp was successfully imaged. Faint responses were recorded 
on that Channel for floating kelp off Carpinteria, Santa Barbara~ 
.-
4 " 
and Goleta. However, several major beds were not 'detected. Target inter-
" . 
pretability for. Channel 5 was rated "poor.1I No kelp was discriminated 
", 
on Channels 2, (0.465 urn), 4 (0.544 urn) or 7 (0.662 urn). Figure 4 compares 
kelp detection performance f6r the four ipdividual channels and color com-
bined channel~ using imagery acquired on Run k-l. 
6 Extensive deterioration of healthy kelp beds has been documented in late 
summer and early fall off the southern Cal ifornia coast by marine biologists 
(North, 1957; Oawson et al., 1960). Most researchers cite increased 
surface temperatures as the major factor leading to the death or.die-back 
'ofind;vidualplants through changes .in metabolic rates and the soluability 
of metabolic gases. . 
" I 
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Figure 4. De c ion of e1p (OCS C anne l s 2 4 5 an 7- Color Combined 
Image - Ch n 1s 2 and 7). San Ba b r e ann 1 Oc ober 29 1975. 
oes 1 ; gh 1 ;ne -1. he color combine c 1 po; ed ma ;m m de cion 
espons . 
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Since the 'Objective of this initial evaluation was to determine the 
ability of individual OCS channels to image kelp, and not to assess the 
utility of the scanner"data as a Gource of kelp biomass data, no effort 
was made to derive estimates of the areal extent of individual beds. 
This may be attempted in our next report using imagery acquired June 23, 
1976. 
4.1.1.3 Sediment Movement 
Gross water surface patterns tentatively identified as sediment-related 
were located on sea truth imagery for Runs i-j and k-l.These comprised 
a longshore pattern originating near the mouth of the Ventura River (west 
of Ventura), a large littoral cell extending offshore from the Sahta Clara" 
River mouth (east of Ventura), and several small~r cells located off Goleta, 
Santa Barbara Harbor, and Carpinteria. Sediment .patterns of the Ventura 
and Santa Clara rivers provided the best targets for analysis. Both cells 
extended several miles offshore, driven by currents and wind. 
Channel 4 (0.544 um) and the color combined imagery incorporating 
Channe~s 2 (0.465 um), 5 (O.582um) and 7 (0.662 um) provided the best 
sediment to \'later contrast. On both sets of imagery, sediment patterns • 
, 1. 
_ 
were clearly defined as mottled, -light toned plumes against a darker, more . . ~ 
-
- ~ 
homogenous sea surface. Sedblent movement ?ff the Ventura Ri.ver appeared 
to be affected by an east-west longshore current as well as an offshore 
current which carried.suspended materials toward mid-channel then eastward. 
Sediment transport east and west of the Santa Clara River was longshore 
and offshore, with currents appearing to be the major carriers. At the 
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time of image acquisition, no water was flowing to the 'ocean from the rivers 
and it was determi ned that most sediment activity was, generated by wave 
action. Target interpretability using imagery fr~m Channel 4 was rated 
"good." The color combined ilT!ager.y was ranked "fair-good. II Sediment move-
ment also was detected on Channels 5 and 7. However, the patterns recorded 
on both bands were considerably smaller in extent than those imaged on 
Channel 4 and the color combined channels. Apparently, the lighter density 
sediments near the littoral cell boundaries were not detected on Channels 
5 or 7. Target interpretabil ity was rated "poor" for both channels. No 
visible sediment patterns were detectable on Channel 2. Figure 5 illus-
trates the performance of Channels 2, 4, 5, and 7 and the color combined 
.. -... (three channel) imagery for detecting sediment movement. 
4.1.1.4 Man-Made Targets 
4.1.1.4.1 Fixed Targets (Piers/Breakwaters and Oil Platforms) 
Target detection performance by the OCS against fixed man-made structures 
in the nearshore and offshore environments of the Santa Barbara Channel was 
variable by channel and extremely dependent on target size and location. 
For example, coastal targets such asplers and breal<waters tended to me.rge 
with shoreline returns or present too narrow of a cross section to be 
detected. Conversely, oil platforms were more visible pr()~iding a light 
toned response against the darker ocean background and a relatively large 
surface area/target cross section. 
Cha~nel 7 (0.662 urn) proved best for detecting fixed targets, followed 
by the color combined channels (2, 5, and 7). Nine of ten oil drilling 
platforms along Run k-l were imaged and two of five piers {Ellwood and 
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Figure 5. Sur ace Sedimen Patterns 
i n the San Ba ba a Channel (OCS 
Channels 2 5 and 7 - Colo 
Combined Image - Channels 2 S 
and 7). OCS i l gh l ine i -j Oc ober 
29 1975 . a imum de ction achieved 
by Channel and co lo combined 
image y. 
Stearnls) were postively identified on both. The other piers (Goleta, 
Biltmore, and Casitas) could not be separated from blooming patterns that 
extended slightly offshore at many locations along the land/water interface. 
The blooming was especially pronounced on the color combined imagery. Tar-
get interpretability for Channel 7 \'1as rated "fair" against fixed targets; 
the color combined imagery was rated "poor-fair.1I Seven of ten oil plat-
forms were recorded by Channel 4 (0.544 um); two of ten on Channel 5 (0.582 
um). No piers were imaged on imagery produced by either.channel and both 
were ranked "poor" in terms of target interpretability. No platforms or 
piers were detect~d by Channel 2. Figure 6 illustrates target detection 
and interpretabili~y performance of individual and combined GCS channels 
against fixed. targets in Santa Barbara Channel using imagery acquired 
duri ng Run k-1. 
4~1.1.4.2 Vessel~ 
. An evaluation of DCS aga~nst mpving ship targets was accomplished using 
imagery acquired on Run i-j. As previously indicated in Section 3.4.2, 
six large vessels were identified in the test area using the 1:120,000 
. 
scale sea truth photography. While positJve identification of ,the ships 
as to type and size could not be made f~om sea truth data, targets were 
tentatively identified as two 650-700 1 tahkers, a 600-650' containership, a 
.< 
550-600' naval transport, and a 300 1 car parge. The five commercially 
operated vessels were unden'lay in mid-Channel off Santa Cruz Island; while 
the naval transport/tracking vessel was anchored or slowly underway 
southeast of Ventura (see Figure 2). 
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Figure 6. Detec ion 0 ixed man-made targets in he San a Barbara Channel Oc 0 e 29 1975 by DCS Chan e1s 2 5 an 7 and Colo Combined Image (Channels 2 5 an 7). ajo arge s included oi l pla orms and piers. Chan el 7 p 0 ed bes 0 de ec ing i e arge s imagi 9 nine 0 en 0 -sho oi l p a fo ms an wo 0 i e pi s. (o e: Targe de ail on abo e copy pho og ap s is no up 0 S andards 0 or"gina1 image y provided b AS / GSFC )" 
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Ship' targets were visible on scanner imagery from all channels (indi-
vidual and combined) except Channel 2 (0.465 um). Target interpretability 
varied by channel, with imagery from Channel 7 {0.622 um} and the combined 
channels (2, 4, and 7) showing the sharpest returns,followed by Channels 
4 (0.544 um) and 5 (0.582 um). These were ranked "good," "good," "fair," 
and I: poor ," respectively. Ship wakes were visible on Channel 7 and the 
color combi ned imi'lgery. One probl em encountered in manual interprpt.at.inn 
of the imagery ""as in clearly differentiating between white ship targets 
. 
and printing gliches and imperfections in the photographs provided by 
NASA. While this did not adversely affect our analysis, it could result 
in interpretation errors where correlative sea truth imagery ·was.not 
. _ .. 
available. Figure 7 shows oes imagery obtained during Run i-j and permits 
comparison of ship target detection performance by individual and combined 
channels. 
4.2 Digital Analysis 
Analysis of digital data from Channels 2, 4, 5, and 7 was accomplished 
employing the standard LARSYS classification programs. LARSYS provided 
equal-area histograms for each channel, which optimized contrast in the grey 
map preliminary scan. Cluster analysis of selected sub images also was 
performed usi nga 11 four channels of di gital data. Under a seven or ten 
.. ~: 
cluster criterion, 99% of all pixels were assigned to a' cluster fiy using 
up to 15 iterations. Table 6 summarizes the relative separability, of clus-
ters used for initial training set designation and classification runs. 
Further classification runs \'1ere not attempted due to excessi ve "noise" 
within the data set. F.igure 8 illustrates this "noise" problem by showing 
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Figure 7. Detection of Ship Targe s 
(OCS Channel s 2 5 and 7- Color 
Combined Imagery - Channels 2 5 an 
7). San a Barba a Channel ober 
29, 1975 . OCS l i gh l ine ;-j. Fi e 
la ge merchan vessel s in mid-C annel 
an a avy anspo southeas t of 
Ven ura were de ec ed on Cha ne ls 
4 5 and 7 and the color combined 
imagery on the 0 ;ginal pho og aphs . 
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Table 6,. The LARSYS cluster s~parability algorithm is such that 
a quotient '?. 1. 0 i ndi ca,tes good grey value sepa rabi 1 ity. Hence 
all "cluster groups could serve ~s useful training field data 
for subsequent classification runs. 
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4 " 
II 
Fig . 8. Grey map sho ing apparent sensor gai
n ch nges at liN' and apparent ra dom 
s ·gn 1 interference at "B" . Both of these e
ffects combine to reduce the overa l l 
acc racy of subsequen classification runs. 
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a portion of the original grey map. Because UCSB's image preprocessing 
programs are in the process of being implemented, no noise removal cor-
rections were possible. 
Clustering was performed on a number of subimages within the Santa 
Barbara Channel. ·These included an area of ocean immediately offshore 
of Santa Barbara/Goleta where kelp beds were located and an area further 
offshore of Goleta where wind slick patterns were identified on the 
photographic products. The primary objectives of clustering these subimages 
were to: 1) reduce the effect of "noise" through signal averaging and, 2) to 
. identify similar picture elements from the four Channels which could be 
grouped together (in seven and ten c~ass formats) to show distinct signal 
delineations on. the computer output. Figures 9 and 10 illustrate the 
results of these cluster runs. 
The- seven cJass cluster output for areas of kelp indicated a poten-
tial for further classification output for certain DN ranges. However, 
the random signal interference present in the October 29, 1975 data sets 
prevented further attempts at classification. 
Future digital image processing will include nois~ removal, band 
ratioing, and selection of training .fields for subsequent classification 
oi kelp,oil/w~nds1~ck p~ftetns~ and ne~rsurface sediment plumes. This 
wi 11 ~be attempted when UCSB' s ;'mage preprocess i ngprograms are fully i mpl e-
mented. 
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5.0 SUMMARY CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 
5.1 Summary Results 
Results of our evaluations of photographic imagery and digital tape data 
from the October 29, 1975 Ocean Color Scanner overflight of the Santa Barbara 
Channel test site are summarized below. These findings are based on an 
assessment of the relative target detection and interpretqbi1ity character-
is ti cs for four channel s o,f b1 ack-and-whi te imagery, three channel s of color 
combined imagery, and four channels of digital tape data. Principal targets 
of interest used in our assessment of OCS performance were surface oil and 
wind slicks, coastal kelp beds, sediment plumes, and a variety of man-made 
targets. Photographic ,imagery were manually interpreted., Digital 
tape data were processed using standard LARSYS automated an~lysis techniques. 
. . 
5.1.1 Photographic Imagery 
Color imagery produced by combining OCS Channels 2 (0.465 um), 5 (0.582 um), 
and 7 (0.662 um) proved the most useful in our analysis in terms of overall 
target detection and target interpretability performance. The majority of 
documented individual targets in. the test site were recorded on the combined 
imagery, regardless of target type or1ocatiori:, and image interpretability was 
rated i'f,air" to "good" for the four major clhsses of targets. Target detec-
tion and, jnterpretabi lity performance fot 'c~anne1 s 4 '(0; 544 um), 5 (0.582L'and 
7 (0.662 urn) when ~nalyzed individually proved,:somewhat less consistent than for the 
combined channel s. This hel d true for most classes of targets. Channel 2 (0.465 um) 
failed to detect representative targets in three of the four major classes 
and proved the least reliable of the individual bands (see iab1es 3, 4, and 
5 ). 
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Target detection/target interpretability results for each class of 
targets were as follows: 
• Surface slicks (Oil and Wind) - No known oil slicks \'Iere detected by 
the individual oes channels or on the color combined imagery, although 
surface concentrations of natural seep oil were present on the over-
flight date. Lack of low-level sea truth prevented positive identifi-
cation/confirmation of oil slick concentrations. Because of this, 
it was not possible to make valid judgements concerning the 
oil detection performance of the oes system. 
W~nd slick patterns were recorded by all four OCSsensor channels 
and on the combined imagery. Target interpretabil ity was rated "good" 
for Channels 4 and 7 and the combined channels, "fair" for Channel 
5 and "poor" for Channel 2. Wind slicks were visible only in areas of 
sunglitter, directly below the sensor platform. 
• Kelp Beds - Kelp was detected onChannel 4 and the combined channels. 
All thirteen beds along the Santa Barbara coastline were recorded on 
the color cOl]1bined imagery. Interpretability was.rated"good." 
The color contrast between the kelp an~ open water proved especiallx .. 
helpful in identify:ing kelp/water boundaries. On Channel 4, only six 
of thirteen beds could.be positively identified. Target interpreta-
bility for Band 4 was rated "poor." Tonal contrast between kelp and 
water was similar, making accurate target identification difficult. 
No kelp was detected in Bands 2, 5, and 7. In each case, the kelp 
and water tonal'signatures were similar making detection and/or 
identification impossible. 
• . Sediment Patterns - Nearshore and offshore sediment patterns in the 
Santa Barbara Channel were detected on the color combined imagery 
and all individual oes bands, except Channel 2. Channel 4 provided 
the highest sediment/water contrast and target interpretability was 
rated "good." Color imagery from the combined channel s was judged 
"fair-good;" Channels 5 and 7 both were rated "poor;" 
OCS appears to show considerable promise for the mapping and monitor-
. ingof' sediment patterns and plumes. In particular; determination of 
areal extent and relative densitie~·~ay be possible using Channel 4 
and'the color combined imagery. ' 
• Man-Made Targets:- Two subcategories of ~an-made targets were used 
in our analysis. These comprised fixed targets (oil platforms and 
piers) and moving targets (large vessels exceeding 300 1 ). None of 
the lindividual or combined channels was particularly reliable against 
the 'fixed targets present in the test area. Channel 7 proved most 
effective, imaging nine of tel':,; oil platforms and two of five piers. 
However, target i nterpretabi 1 ity was only ranked "fai r" due to faded 
returns. The color combined channels and Channels 4 and 5 also 
detected fixed targets w.ith varying results. Image (target) 
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interpretability for the three was 'ra~ed IIpoor-fair," 
IIpoor,1I and "poor," respectively. No fixed targets were detected 
on Channel 2. The relatively poor performance of OCS against fixed 
targets may be explained by the types of targets present in the 
Santa Barbara Channel. For example, oil.platforms have a relatively 
narrow target cross-section, in terms of system resolution limits, 
which resulted in a faded return or no return in many instances. 
Piers often merged with the sh0reline due to image blooming at the 
land/water interface and a very narrow target cross-section. The 
OCS sensor aircraft flew para11el to the coastline with the scanner 
system imaging perpendicular to the line of flight. 
OCS proved more reliable against ship targets than fixed targets. 
All known large ship targets in the test area were detected on the 
color combined channels and Channels 4, 5, and 7. Target interpre-
tability was rated IIgood ll for the combined channels and Channel 7. 
Channels 4 and 5 were rated IIfair" and "poor," respectively. One 
possible explanation for this difference in sensor response to ship 
and fixed targets is that all ships were moving parallel to the line 
of flight and provided a long target 'profile. 
5.1.2 Digital Tape Data 
Digital analysis for Channels 2, 4, 5, and 7 was accomplishe'd using 
LARSYS type image processing algorithms. Cluster analysis of selected sub-
images was performed for all channels. Under a seven or ten cluster criterion, 
,99% of all pixels were assigned to a cluster. Classification of the digital 
data, however, was hampered by excessive "noise" in the data set. The seven 
class cluster output for areas of kelp indicated the poteritia1 for further 
classification over certain DN ranges. No wind slicks, sediment patterns, or 
man-made targets could be satisfactorily identified on;the digital output •. 
5.2 Recommendations for Future Research 
. ,.-
5.2.1 Photographic Imagery 
• Assess the relative ability of individ.ual scanner channels to dif-
erentiate between oil and wind slicks. This may be attempted in our 
next progress report us i ng mi crodens itometer readi ngs and/or through 
density slicing of OCS ,i.magery acquired June 23, 1976. Adequate: . 
low-level sea truth data documenting oil and wind slick locations were 
obtained for this overflight; 
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• Evaluate the utility of DeS sensor data for determination of 
kel p bed biomass and areal extent,: 
• Assess the capabil Hy of DeS data to provide estimates of 
areal extent and relative thicknesses of sediment patt~rns. 
5.2.2 Digital Tape Data 
• Attempt noise removal and band ratioing of DeS digital data using 
image preprocessing programs now being implemented at UeSB. 
• Select training fields for subsequent classification and estimates 
of oil and wind slick locations and distribution, kelp bed areal 
extent/biomass, sediment plume area and thickness, and location of 
fixed targets (using digital data sets for which reliable sea truth 
data are available). 
~ " 
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